In the paper we present a functional-discrete method for solving SturmLiouville problems with potential including function from L1(0, 1) and δ-function. For both, linear and nonlinear cases the sufficient conditions providing superexponential convergence rate of the method are obtained. The question of possible software implementation of the method is discussed in detail. The theoretical results are successfully confirmed by the numerical example included in the paper.
Introduction
The functional-discrete method (FD-method) was first proposed for the Sturm-Liouville problem in [13] . The idea of this approach consists of embedding an original problem into a parametric set of problems with respect to a parameter τ in such a way that for τ = 0 we have a linear eigenvalue problem with piecewise constant coefficients and for τ = 1 we have the given eigenvalue problem. The transition from τ = 0 to τ = 1 using Taylor series results in a recursive algorithm. Thus, we represent the exact solution to the given problem, a pair (eigenvalue, eigenfunction), as two series, the first one -for the eigenvalue, the other one -for the eigenfunction. Then, an approximate solution is a pair of the corresponding truncated series. We find the first terms for both series via the coefficient approximation method (CAM) using piece-wise constant approximations. The CAM was first substantiated by Kryloff and Bogoliaubov ("tronson's" method) in [12] and then developed in [8, 10, 23, 24] . As a result of piece-wise constant approximation, we obtain an "unperturbed" problem which is also referenced to as the basic problem. The eigensolution to this problem gives us the first terms for the series representations mentioned above. Then, each successive term in the series for eigenfunction can be found as the exact solution to a linear boundary-value (not eigenvalue!) problem with a scalar parameter. A single value of this parameter which provides the solvability of the corresponding BVP gives us the next term in the series representation for eigenvalue. This approach allows us to find a numerical solution to the given eigenvalue problem with any desired accuracy, that is, we can improve the accuracy just by carrying out a few more iterations.
This technique was developed for the Sturm-Liouville problems with continuous potential in [4, 14, 18, 21] , for the transmission eigenvalue problems with continuous potential in [19, 20, 25] , for the linear eigenvalue problems with potential belonging to space L 1 in [16, 26] , for the nonlinear eigenvalue problems with continuous potential in [7, 15, 17] . For all these cases the sufficient conditions providing the exponential convergence rate of the method have been found. It was also shown that the convergence improves along with the increase of the index of a trial eigenvalue.
In this article we extend the FD-approach to the case of a discontinuous potential which consists of the Delta-function and a function from space L 1 . Such problems are of great interest in [1, 2, 27, 28] .
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we state the rigorous formulation of the problem we deal with and briefly discuss several known properties of SturmLiouville problems with distribution potentials. In section 3 the general description of the FD-method's algorithm is presented. The main theoretical results are stated and proved in section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the question of the software implementation for the proposed method. Numerical example is given in section 6, followed by section 7 containing the conclusions.
Formulation of the problem
In the paper we consider the following Sturm-Liouville problem 1 : a p u p , ∀u ∈ R. Here δ(x) denotes Dirac δ-function or impulse symbol, which can be viewed as the derivative of the Heaviside step function (see [5] )
Using (2.2) it is easy to verify that the solution u(x) to problem (2.1) satisfies the following equalities
3)
Equalities (2.3) imply that function u (x) is discontinuous at the point x = α :
Using formulas (2.3) and (2.4) we can conclude that problem (2.1) is equivalent to the following one
(2.5)
Atkinson (see [3] , Ch.11) proved that linear Sturm-Liouville problem with a potential as a function of bounded variation preserves the following properties of the SturmLiouville problem with a continuous potential:
(a) all eigenvalues are real, simple, and form a monotone sequence increasing to infinity;
(b) the sequence of the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions forms a complete orthogonal system in L 2 (0, 1).
Also Atkinson have obtained asymptotic formulas for eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions.
In [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] the Sturm-Liouville problem with a potential as a function of bounded variation is studied using the generalized formulation of the problem. Particularly, in [32, 35, 36] it is shown that an eigenvalue λ n as a function of a potential q is analytical, monotone, and linear with respect to constants. 
General description of the method
Let us consider the following generalization of problem (2.5)
The fact that for τ = 0 we can easily find an exact solution (λ(0), u i (x, 0), i = 1, 2) to problem (3.1) -(3.3) and that for τ = 1 the solution (λ(1), u i (x, 1), i = 1, 2) to problem (3.1) -(3.3) coincides with the exact solution to problem (2.5), suggests an idea to write the solution to problem (3.1) -(3.3) in the form of series with respect to τ
To apply the FD-method's technique to the problem we also have to assume that
for all τ ∈ [0, 1] and for almost all x ∈ (0, 1). Setting τ = 1, we obtain the following representation
provided that these series converge. Thus, we can represent the approximate solution to problem (2.5) as the pair of corresponding truncated series
which is called the approximation of rank m. Supposing that the function u(x) ∈ C[0, 1] (3.6) satisfies boundary conditions (3.2)
we arrive at the conclusion that the functions 
To meet requirement (3.3) we have to demand that
Combining assumptions (3.4), (3.5) together with equation (3.1) we make the conclusion that unknown pairs
u (x) , i ∈ N ∪ {0} can be found as the solutions to the following recurrence system of second-order differential equations
u(x), . . . ,
supplemented with conditions (3.8), (3.9) , where A k (N ; v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k ) denotes the well-known Adomian polynomial (see [31] , [11] ) of the order k for nonlinear function N (u)
Basic problem
Let us consider the problem of finding u (x) in more detail. We call this problem the basic problem:
The unknown function u(x) satisfying problem (3.12), (3.13) can be represented in the following form
c sin c ∈ R. Using condition (3.14) and the fact that c :
Eliminating unknown parameter
c from system (3.16), (3.17) we arrive at the equation with respect to
and at the following expression for
, sin
2 ) contains precisely one root of equation (3.18) , provided that β ≥ 0.
Proof. Suppose that β ≥ 0 and fix some positive integer k.
First of all we consider the case of β = 0. It is easy to check that in this case equation (3.18) possesses the countable set of solutions
There are no other solutions of equation (3.18) except those presented in (3.20) 2 . We have that assertion of the theorem holds evidently.
From now on we assume that β > 0. For the given fixed k ∈ N there can be only two possibilities: 1) sin(πkα) = 0; 2) sin(πkα) = 0.
Let us consider case 1). We have that in this case the value (3.18) . Hence, to prove the theorem it remains only to show that the interval (
2 ) contains no other roots of equation (3.18) . For this purpose we need to modify equation (3.18) like the following
2 We do not take into account solutions with λ .
It is not hard to verify that It is worth to emphasize that case 1) is possible if and only if α = l k , where l ∈ N, l < k.
And now we switch our attention to case 2) sin(πkα) = 0. It is easy to see that in this case the value
. We intend to show that equation (3.18) possesses precisely one root on the interval (
. For this purpose we will use equation (3.21) again. As it was established earlier (see formula (3.22) ) the function z = f (y) is strictly increasing on the interval (πk, π(k + 1)). Furthermore, it is easy to check that λ = (y * ) 2 satisfies equation (3.18). Hence, assertion of the theorem holds true, which was to be proved.
The proof is completed.
Proving Theorem 3.1 we have established an interesting property of the basic problem's solutions in regard to parameter α. We can formulate this property as the following remark.
Theorem 3.1 allows us to enumerate the roots of equation (3.18). We will denote
. We also will use the notation (see (3.15) , (3.19) 
Before passing to the next section we should make the following remark. c n , n ∈ N is always nonzero and its value squared can be represented in the following form
Convergence of the FD-method
In this section we will investigate the question of sufficient conditions providing the convergence of series (3.6) . To obtain such conditions we will use the method of generating functions and the main part of this section is devoted to the derivation of the appropriate estimates for the terms of series (3.6).
Equation for the generating function
Suppose that
λ n > 0 is an arbitrary eigenvalue of the Sturm-Liouville problem (3.12)-(3.14). The pairs
u n (x) for j = 1 . . . m can be found as the solutions to the second order differential equations (see (3.10))
u n (x), . . . ,
with boundary conditions ( see (3.8))
and matching conditions ( see (3.9))
The general solution to the j-th equation of system (4.1) can be represented in the following form
For equation (4.1) to be solvable, the orthogonality condition
have to be provided. Condition (4.6) allows us to find
It is easy to verify that system (3.16), (3.17) implies the equality
using which we can obtain the following representation for M n :
On the other hand, formula (3.23) can be simplified like the following
Combining formulas (4.8) and (4.9) we arrive at the following expression for M n
For the function c n in formula (4.5) should satisfy the following equations
(4.12) Formulas (4.11) and (4.12) will be used in the software algorithm of the FDmethod, as it is described in section 5. However, to obtain the convenient estimate for (j) c n we have to square both sides of equalities (4.11) and (4.12) and then sum them up:
Using estimate (4.13) and formulas (4.4), (4.5) we can easily estimate the value of
u n ∞ , . . . , 15) and
Similarly to that we can estimate the value of
u n ∞ , . . . , 
Using notation
we can rewrite inequalities (4.14), (4.16) for j = 2, 3, . . . in the following form:
where
To obtain similar estimates for v 1 and µ 1 let us consider inequalities (4.14), (4.16) for j = 1 in more details. Thus,
Using the fact that N (0) = 0 and inequality (4.20) we obtain the following estimate of u 1 :
Similarly to (4.22) we can get the following inequality for µ 1 :
Let us consider two sequences of positive real numbers {v j } ∞ j=0 and µ j ∞ j=0
defined through the following recurrence formulas
24) 27) where (see (3.23), (4.17) and (4.18))
Taking into account that the inequality c n ≤ 1 implies the estimate M n ≤ 1, we get from (4.28) the following estimate for v 0 :
It is easy to see that v j ≤ v j and µ j ≤ µ j ∀j ∈ N. Eliminating µ j from system (4.24) -(4.27), we obtain recurrence formulas
(4.31) Denoting by f (z) the series (generating function) 32) and using equalities (4.30), (4.31) together with
we arrive at the equation with respect to f (z) : 
or, which is more convenience,
We have the quadratic equation with respect to f (z) with the roots
34)
The solution which represents the generating function is
It is obvious that the right-hand side of equality (4.35) can be expanded as a power series in z, ∀z ∈ [0, R] :
Taking into account that series representation (4.36) is valid for z = R, we arrive at the following inequality for coefficients of generating function (4.32)
Using the Stirling's formula, we can estimate α j like the following
Returning to notation (4.18), we arrive at the estimates (see (4.17) and (4.29))
and 
where λ n ≥ π 2 n 2 . Using this fact, it is not hard to verify that M n (4.10) tends to 1/2 as n → +∞ and c n (3.23) tends to 1 as n → +∞. Thus, we can conclude that for fixed α ∈ (0, 1) and β ≥ 0 there exists a positive integer n 0 such that for all n ≥ n 0 condition (4.44) holds true.
Convergence result for the nonlinear case
In this subsection we derive the conditions providing the convergence of the FDmethod for the general case when N (u) ≡ 0.
Equality (4.33) holds for any z in the convergence interval of the power series (4.32) with the coefficients v j determined via recursive formulas (4.28), (4.30), (4.31) . By R we denote the radius of convergence of this series. We intend to prove that R is nonzero (positive). For this purpose let us consider the inverse mapping z = f −1 . From (4.33) we obtain
Since z(f ) is holomorphic in some interval containing the point f 0 = 0 and z (0) = 0, we can directly calculate the derivative z (0)
Inequality (4.47) implies that there exists an inverse function f (z) which is holomorphic in some interval (−R, R) [9, p. 87]). Now let us prove that series (4.32) also converges at the endpoints of the interval. For this purpose it is enough to consider only right endpoint z = R. Conversely, suppose that series (4.32) diverges at the point z = R, that is, lim
However, taking into account that equality (4.33) holds for all z in (−R, R), we get the following contradiction 1 = lim
This contradiction implies the inequality f (R) < +∞. Thus, for some positive constants c and ε the following inequality holds
where the constant R = R(n) is uniquely determined by q 0,1 , v 0 = v 0 (n) and N 1 (u) .
Returning to notation (4.18) we arrive at inequalities (4.40), (4.41) and error estimates (4.43), as it was in the linear case. However, in the nonlinear case, parameter R denotes the convergence radius to the power series (4.32) satisfying equality (4.33) and α j = c/j 1+ε . Remark 4.1 is consistent with the nonlinear case too. Taking it into account we arrive at the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. For any α ∈ (0, 1), β ≥ 0, q(x) ∈ L 1 (0, 1) and N (u) ∈ C ∞ (R) there exists a positive integer n 0 , such that ∀n ≥ n 0 condition (4.44) holds and the FDmethod described by formulas (3.7), (3.15), (3.18) , (3.19) , (4.4), (4.5), (4.7), (4.11), (4.12) converges superexponentially to the exact solution of problem (2.1). The error estimates for the convergent FD-method are described by formulas (4.43), (4.42), (4.45), (4.28) , where R denotes the convergence radius to the power series (4.32) satisfying equality (4.33) and α j = c/j 1+ε for some positive constants c and ε.
Algorithm of the FD-method: software implementation
In this section we discuss the question of possible software implementation for the proposed FD-method. Generally speaking, to apply FD-method to problem (2.1) we should perform two main steps: the first one is to solve the basic problem (3.12) -(3.14) and the second one is to calculate a certain number of corrections (j) λ n , (j) u n (x), sufficient to achieve the required accuracy. The second step includes the repeated application of formulas (4.4), (4.5), (4.7), (4.11),(4.12), which contain the operator of integration. Hence, the second step can be executed analytically (using analytical integration) only for the rare special cases, and in practice we almost always have to use numerical integration instead. Using numerical integration, however, we approximate eigenfunction on the quadrature mesh only, whereas analytical integration yields us the uniform approximation on the interval (0, 1). In the algorithm described below we approximate the integral operators using Sinc quadratures and Stenger's formula (see [29] ):
e −phs/2 + e phs/2 2 ,
and h s = πd µK for some 0 < d < π, µ > 0. 4 Also, we make the assumption that function q(x) is analytical on the intervals (0, α), (α, 1) and might has the integrable singularities at the points 0, α, 1 only. However, the proposed algorithm can be easily generalized on the case when q(x) has any finite number of the integrable singularities on (0, 1). In the reminder part of the section we will use the notation
2)
e −jhs/2 + e jhs/2 2 , µ 2,j = 1 − α e −jhs/2 + e jhs/2 2 ,
Evidently, the highest FD-method's accuracy which can be achieved using Algorithm 1 presented below is restricted by two factors: the accuracy of quadrature formulas and the accuracy with which the basic problem can be solved 5 . To emphasize this fact, we will denote by Λ
n the value of
λ n perturbed with this two factors. For the same reasons we will use the notation U n,(p) i,j instead of
Algorithm 1: FD-method's algorithm for solving problem (2.1) input : The real numbers α ∈ (0, 1),
// Solve the basic problem 2 FindParametersForQuadratureFormulas;
end end
Let us consider Algorithm 1 in more detail. Procedure SolveBasicProblem(n) calculates the approximation for solution to the basic problem (3.12) -(3.14). If nα ∈ N then c n can be found using formula (3.19) . After that, the approximation U n,(0) i,j for (0) u n (z i,j ) can be calculated using formulas (3.15), (3.19) as it is described in the procedure.
Procedure FindParametersForQuadratureFormulas calculates the values of parameters h s and K, such that when quadrature formula (5.1) is applied to integrals (4.4), (4.5), (4.7), (4.11),(4.12) it provides the required accuracy ε. Actually, the parameters h s and K can be found through the a posteriori error analysis of quadrature formula (5.1) applied to the integral
u n (x) dx (see [29] ).
Procedure SolveBasicProblem(n) input : The number n > 0 of eigensolution to be approximated;
n ≤ ε and the array of values U n,(0) i,j , such that
n ; else 
; end // Compute approximations for (0) u n (z i,j ), using formulas (3.15)
λ n using formula (4.7). The integral in the right side of this formula is approximated using tanh rule, see [22] . Also, this procedure computes the approxi-
n using formula (4.11) if αn ∈ N or formula (4.12) if αn / ∈ N. In the case when αn ∈ N formula (4.12) was used, though, in a slightly simplified form. Taking into account that in this case (0) λ n = π 2 n 2 , this formula was rewritten as following (j) c n = (−1)
u n (z i,j ) using formulas (4.4) and (4.5) together with Stenger's formula (5.1).
λ n (see (4.7)) via the tanh rule, see [22] 
c n , see formulas (4.11) and (4.12); begin 
n /Λ; else // ...else we use formula (4.11) 
Using the proposed algorithm and the MPFR library [6] , a C++ application was developed for solving problems of type (2.1). The numerical example presented in the next section was prepared via this application.
Numerical example
Let us consider the Sturm-Liouville problem (2.1) with
For the error control we will use the following functionals
To tackle problem (2.1) with (6.1) the algorithm described in section 5 has been slightly modified. The intervals (0, α) and (α, 1) have been split into subintervals (0, 0.1), (0.1, 0.2), (0.2, 0.3), (0.3, α) (α, 0.7), (0.7, 1) with respect to the singular points of function q(x). After that all integrals over the interval (0, 1) were substituted by the sum of integrals over each subinterval. The approximations for the ten eigenvalues and eigenfunctions were successfully found and presented in Tab. 1 and Fig. 3 -5 . The graphs presented on Fig. 6, 7 confirm the exponential nature of the FD-method's convergence rate. Also, to illustrate the fact that the method's convergence rate increases along with the number of approximating eigenpair we have computed linear approximations to the functions y u,n = y u,n (m) = ln
λ n , y r,n = y r,n (m) = ln m r n :
y r,n = a r,n m + b r,n ≈ y r,n (m).
These approximations have been obtained via the method of least squares using the values of corresponding functions at the points m = 0, 1, . . . , 10. The parameters of linear approximations together with approximation errors e u,n , e λ,n , e r,n (see (6.4) ) are presented in Tab. 2. a r,n m + b r,n − y r,n (m) .
From table 2 it follows that the coefficients a u,n , a λ,n , a r,n decrease almost monotonically as parameter n increases. Taking into account the comparatively small amounts of approximation errors, we can conclude that the convergence rate of the method has an exponential nature and it does increase as n tends to infinity. Table 2 : Example 1. The parameters of linear approximations. n a u,n b u,n e u,n a λ,n b λ,n e λ,n a r,n b r,n e r,n 1 −2.3 −1. On the other hand, the values of parameters v 0 (n), (see (4.28)), R(n) (the convergence radius for generating function (4.32), (4.33)) and r n (see (4.44)) calculated directly for the case of problem (2.1), (6.1) indicate that the FD-method for eigenpairs with numbers n = 1, 2, . . . , 10 have to be divergent (r n > 1), see Tab. 3., whereas, in fact, it is convergent. This means that the convergence conditions stated in Theorems 4.1, 4.2 are essentially overestimated. λ n for n = 0, 1, . . . , 4.
Conclusions
Summarizing the theoretical and practical results presented in the paper we can conclude that the Sturm-Liouville problems with potential including δ-function can be successfully treated with the FD-approach. The authors of the paper are unaware of the software packages which can solve the problems of such type. However, the presence of δ-function in the potential do not introduce significant changes to the FDmethod's algorithm in comparison with that for the classic Stourm-Liouville problems. The algorithm of the FD-method can be easily modified for the case of potentials with a finite number of integrable singularities, as it was described and discussed in sections 5 and 6. The numerical example presented in section 6 confirms the predictions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 about the exponential nature of the FD-method's convergence.
However, as it was mentioned in section 6, the convergence conditions stated in theorems 4.1, 4.2 are essentially overestimated and the search for the more subtle conditions is still a pressing issue.
